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i Habberscabber
Front Line News
Vero Hour Attack
Bombardments of Song
t The Battle Won
j Your correspondent brings you up 
tlo the minute news from the front.
is. at the moment, deep in the 
*Cirt of fraternity trenches. The 
night is calm, the moon is full, trees 
lWhistle in the wind, stars shine out 
Hip on this fortification. All is in 
(readiness for a surprise attack. Of­
fensive maneuvers have been plan- 
Jned; the ice-box has long been emp- 
I ty: voices have been tested; school 
! books have given way to song 
J books. There will be a serenade to- 
i night.
j Twelve o'clock! midnight! the ze-
• ro hour! A command is heard. Men 
respond. Men file from the house 
; |nto the night. The attack has be- 
. Jun.
The idling truck, piano attached, 
|s ready for the drive. Cars are 
filled. The infantry marches ahead. 
Streetlights shine down upon the 
£rim faces of marching men. The 
soldiers tramp past the darkened 
library, climb the barbed fences of 
the campus, and bush beyond the 
Monarch’s house forward to battle 
•-ever onward.
Around the curve—no man's land. 
Directly ahead—the battlefield. The 
Objective appears massive and for- 
bodins as it is approached. Tne 
last lights have long since flicker* 
ed; thr* office locked; doors bolt­
ed for the night. Rooms are filled 
w ith innocent victims; the enemy 
•re unaware.
Meanwhile the love army has 
jnade ready. Voices their only wea­
pons. the warriors prepare for the 
initial drive. The piano sounds the 
Charging note; the entire force goes 
**over the top” with the battle cry 
Of wear old Sigma Few.
The dorm is startled. An attack! 
¡Windows are opened; shades drawn; 
lights turned out. Pajama clad In­
mates. helpless, surprised, choked 
With emotion, run to the nearest 
Windows and peer out between the 
tars at the display of power below. 
Romantic darkness has settled over 
the stronghold. Heads appear, some 
from under covers, others from 
cushioned chairs. Twenty Romeos 
—one hundred Juliets.
The invaders, with bombardments 
Of sonq. bring, forth sigh upon sigh 
from the defenders. Girls, weight­
ed with pins of old Singma Few. 
are early victims. Girls carrying 
Felta Sigh and Cri Melta trinkets 
laugh in scorn, yet are susceptible 
to this display of romance. The 
warden of the Big House awakes 
with a smirk that soon melts away 
In memories and dreams. The ap­
plause strengthens as the battle 
rages. Each song claims more vic- 
' tlms. Many fall before the fire of 
the soloist. Others succumb to “old 
favorites.” Suddenly out of the 
night comes the bombshell. The 
Sweetheart song of Singma Few is 
heard The dorm is in a panic. W in­
dow bars bend with the tide. The 
¡defeated girls accomplish a final 
applause and swoon. The battle has 
1 been won. The victorous army 
1 fades into the night. Love is the 
thing!
Ormsby Dance on 
Saturday Ushers 
In ‘Formal’ Season
The music of Chet Roberts’ or­
chestra will usher in the first for­
mal of the season tomorrow night 
at Ormsby. Dr. and Mrs. Millis and 
Mr. and Mrs. McGrew will chap­
eron this first appearance of “tux- 
es" on the campus.
Various committees have been ap­
pointed and are cherishing secrets. 
Margaret Scott as social chairman 
Of Ormsby is directing preparations.
Betty Nichols heads the decora­
tions committee: Mary Thomson of 
Ormsby is arranging for refresh­
ments; reconstruction ffancy name 
for cleaning up) is in the hands of 
Dorothy Houck; Penelope Trick, 
Helen Homme, and Marion Christ- 
©pherson will collect and Beth Fer­
ris is chairman of the program com-
I mittee.
NOTICE 
L. M. A. open house, dancing 
and refreshments at Brokaw, 
Saturday, Nov. 2, after the game.
Reportorial and 
Business Staffs 
Are Announced
Personnel of Stuff Based 
Upon Six - Week 
Tryout
, On the basis of a six week try 
out period during which more than 
one story has been written and re­
ports have been prompt, the fol­
lowing reportorial staff has been 
appointed. There are a number who 
haven’t been appointed because their 
apprenticeships have not been serv­
ed.
Sally Johnson, Wesley Perschbac- 
ker, Vivian Stewart, and Irving 
Kreutz have been picked for the 
Student Activities staff. Edna 
Earle has appointed Elizabeth Holt, 
Helen Marshall, and Arthur Willett 
to the Administration department.
Hester White was appointed the 
new Feature editor.
Margaret Rape, James Straubel, 
Bernice Baetz, Ethel Helmer, Ruth 
Zimmerman. John Fulton, Penelope 
Trick and Cecile Morrison were 
chosen to work in the Feature de­
partment. Joseph Koffend and Mar­
garet Seip will write sports.
Business Staff Chosen
Reporters on faculty staff are 
Ruth Barnes. Harriet Berger, Jane 
Johnston. Margaret Jones. Nancy 
Larsen. Betty Lou Scandling, Bar­
bara Schoemaker, and Betty Wood­
all.
In the business staff, Grace Light - 
foot, has been assigned to 4.he post 
of advertising manager. This is her 
second year on the advertising staff. 
She is assuming the duties formerly 
attended to by Marguerite Greb. 
who is attending the Theda Clark 
School of Nursing this year. Mil- 
dced E..i*. Marv Fultor.. Mnrjoiie 
Fulton. Virginia Hammill. Norma 
La Fleur. Irene Larson. Gay Pat­
terson. Robert Putnam. Delores 
Schahlaska. Margaret Scott, and Ja­
net Weber have been chosen mem­
bers of the advertising staff. -
Edward Arnold, collection man­
ager.1 has announced his staff as 
consisting of Willard Bobbertin, 
Donald Johnson. Roger Mueller, 
Florence Perry. Le Roy Olson, and 
Mary Catherine Steinberg.
Kepier Lectures to 
Green Bay Y. M. C. A.
Dr. Thomas S. Kepler, professor 
of Bible and Religion, presented the 
first of a series of lectures last night, 
Oct. 31. at the Y. M. C. A. at Green 
Bay. His topic was “What Do You 
Mean By Religion?”. These lectures 
are open to the public. A series of 
five more, on various phases of re­
ligion. will follow.
Last Sunday, Oct. 27. Dr. Kep­
ler spoke at a meeting of the For­
um of Young People at the First 
Congregational Church. His subject 
was “How We Got Our English Bi­
ble.”
President Wriston 
And Dean Harrows 
Attend Conference
Last week on October 29 and 30 
President Wriston and Dean Bar­
rows attended the Beloit regional 
conference of the Association of 
American Colleges. Dr. Wriston, 
president of the Association, ad­
dressed the meeting on the subject 
“Developments in Student Recruit­
ing.”
Today the Atlanta, Ga. regional 
conference opens, and Dr. Wriston 
will speak to the group on “The 
North Central Method of Evaluat­
ing Colleges.”
To Address Alumni
On Thursday, November 7, Dr. 
Wriston will address the Lawvence 
College teaching alumni at their 
meeting in Milwaukee. This will be 
the traditional alumni dinner, and 
it is to be held at the time of the 
State Teachers' Convention at M il­
waukee. “Chris” Isely, class of 1912, 
now manager of the membership 
division of the Milwaukee Asso­
ciation of Commerce, will preside 
at the meeting.
Hungarian Orchestra
Begins Artist Series
Mrs. Jacques Has 
Neenah Exhibit
Display Includes Own 
Etchings; Prints and 
i Photographs
Tuesday of this week an exhibit 
of Bertha Jacques opened in the 
Neenah Public Library. Mrs. Jac­
ques, well known to Lawrence Col­
lege through her art donations, is 
exhibiting a group of her own 
etchings. She is out.*' anding in this 
particular ,phase u*, woi p through 
her associations with the Chicago 
Society of Etchers and has exhibit­
ed quite extensively.
Along with the group of etchings 
a very fine collection of Japanese 
prints and photographs by Philip 
Lyman are being shown. Students 
who spent their summer in this par­
ticular vicinity will be interested 
in these photographs which were 
taken during the August regatta. 
The exhibition is being held in the 
basement of the Neenah Library 
which will be open to the public 
during the day except from 12 to
2 P. M. It is expected the exhibit 
will hang for two weeks.
Chemical Society 
Has Meeting Here
Dr. N. B. Lewis, of Michi­
gan, Gives Address 
On ‘Vitamins’
BILLBOARD
Sat. Nov. 2—Ormsby Formal.
Mon., Nov. 4—Artist Series- 
Edith Lorand and her Hungarian 
orrhestra—8:20 P. M.
Sat., Nov. 9—Campus Club 
conservatory roncert.
Wed., Nov. 13—Sage Formal 
Dinner.
Tues., Nov. 19—Artist Series.
Asininity of Grandfathers’ Day 
Pictured in  Sunset Production
BY HOWARD W. TROVER
Assistant Professor of English
When reviewing the LATE 
CHRISTOPHER BEAN for the 
LAWRENTIAN last year, I inadver­
tently failed to mention the direc­
tor. Today I must begin with him, 
for it is owing to the able direc­
tion of Mr. Cloak, more than to 
any other single factor, that IN OLD 
KENTUCKY entertained us so de­
lightfully. To have asked the audi­
ence to take the play seriously as 
drama—or rather as melodrama— 
would have been absurd. To have 
reduced it openly to burlesque, the 
obvious alternative, would have 
been to deny the audience the real 
quality of the play and the purpose 
of a revival. To laugh derisively at 
the absurdities of the old drama is 
to understand neither the dramat­
ist, nor the audience, nor the age 
which produced them. Besides, the 
laughter of disdain surfeit3; the 
last two acts in such a case come 
dangerously near to bordom.
But all that is not true of rhe 
present production. Mr. Cloak suc­
ceeds admirably in preserving a dif-
ficult tenor that ranges from play­
ful seriousness to amused cynicism. 
The asbestos curtain itself creates 
mood. That advertisement of “a 
spanking team to let” carries us 
back pleasantly a decade or two, 
and the "daughter safe in the Fir3t 
National Bank" raises an eyebiow. 
With the curtain up. however, we 
take things seriously for a mo­
ment. Helterhoff elicits our sympa­
thy; so do Miss Hecht and Sensen- 
brenner. The roles are sincere, even 
earnest. There is little to take light­
ly, except the mountain dialect, and 
even there we are not sure. But 
then come the people who really 
set the pace for the play. Uncle 
Neb, the kindly, doddering old ne­
gro; Holton, the dark, slinking v il­
lain; Colonel Sandusky Doolittle, 
Kentucky gentleman, speculaior, 
and gamester; Miss Alethea Layson, 
the dear old Methodist spinster. A f­
ter that there is no mistaking it. 
It is all right for us to take 
Lorey seriously: to weep with the 
beautiful heroine; to hope the ra-
Turn to page I
The Northwestern Section of the 
American Chemical Society held its 
first meeting of the year in the Con­
servatory recital hall. Dr. Howard
B. Lewis, of the University of Mich­
igan spoke on the chemistry uf the 
hormones and vitamins. Because 
of the large number attending the 
lecture, the meeting place was 
transferred from the Institute lec­
ture room to the Conservatory hall 
with its larger seating capacity.
Dr. Lewis explained that the sci­
ence of the hormones involves very 
minute portions, and that their 
study includes many technical dif­
ficulties. Hormones, according to 
his definition, are the “chemical 
messengers” of the body.
His talk was illustrated with ex­
amples of specific harmonic secre­
tions of* various glands, and how 
their constituency had been proven. 
The examples included the thyroid, 
pancreatic and sex glands.
He also included the non-specific 
hormones, the conditions of the 
nervous impulses and showed how 
hormones were simular to vitamins 
in their basic chemical structure.
Examples of food in-adiation with 
violet rays and the tflralleling dis­
covery of the vitanm l cqptent \jf 
th^ pigngent materiaviu re^Ç^i 
plants concluded his vèVy intelest­
ing lecture.
Ban on Haniar House 
Smoking Continued 
L. W. A. DecisionBy
L. W. A. officials this week again 
endorsed the time-honored ruling 
against smoking in Hamar House. 
No comment was made as to whe­
ther or not the nickel cut suffer­
ed by L. W. A. prohibited the pur­
chase of the required nine dol­
lar-sixty cent fire extinguisher re­
commended and required. Through 
the official action Oliver Hamar 
House remains the outpost of Law­
rentian smoking abstainers.
A concession was made at this 
meeting, ruling that Ormsby hours 
on the nights of frolics would be 
increased by fifteen minutes. The 
hours are now 8:15 on Friday nights 
and on the nights of two hour frol­
ics, 9:15 P. M.
Quota System Is 
Changed, Corrected
The quota system has been 
changed and corrected to read: 
“Each sorority may pledge or pin 
ribbons on 1-6 oi 75% of the fresh­
men girls.” (Also), “Two freshmen 
girls who were not eligible in Sep­
tember may be pledged in the sec­
ond semester as well as upper­
classmen."
With these corrections it stands 
that the two girls pledged at semes­
ters will either be freshmen who 
were on probation or who matricul­
ated late.
Miss Olga Achtenhagen 
Speaks of Capri Trip
Miss Olga Achtenhagen spoke last 
Wednesday in chapel on her trip to 
Capri and her experiences there. 
She described the feelings of differ 
ent natives on the subject of the 
imminent war, which, they said, 
would take place in October, and 
also the threatening danger be­
low decks while she was on the 
ship.
LECTURE AT CONSERVATORY
Miss Ethel M. Mills of Chicago 
will present an illustrated lecture, 
“Unfrequented Lanes and By-paths 
in England" at the open meeting of 
th# A. A. U. W. on Nov. G at 8 
o’clock at the conservatory.
Edith Lorand’s Orchestra 
Plays Here Mon­
day Night
Refreshingly unique among the 
musical events scheduled for The 
Community Artist Series during the 
season will be the concert of Ed« 
ith Lorand and Her Hungarian Or­
chestra, which will take place on 
Monday. November 4, at 8:20.
This ensemble enjoys a great 
vogue in Europe. Mile. Lorand and 
her orchestra have given more than 
four hundred concerts throughout 
the continent as well as in England. 
Their enormous popularity is shown 
by the fact that they have made 
some two thousand phonograph 
records, a number of which have 
had a sale of more than a million 
each.
An unusual feature at the per­
formance of this orchestra is that 
Mile. Lorand fills the dual role of
The program will begin 
promptly at 8:20 P. M. Stragglers 
will be required to remain In the 
foyer until after the first num­
ber.
conductor and solo violinist. A gift­
ed virtuoso, she directs her lifteen 
men, while at the same time playing 
her violin. Her fame abroad as a 
violinist is as great as that which 
she has achieved as leader of her 
orchestra.
Gypsy Tutors
As a small child Edith Lorand 
first learned to play the violin from 
wayfaring gypsies in her native 
Hungary, land of music and ro­
mance. Her father was the director 
of a large oil concern, and the three 
sons were trained to follow him in­
ly ti.:i business But the only rtaujjh. 
ter was allowed to develop her 
musical inclinations.
It was when Edith Lorand was 
five years old that her mother first 
noticed the absorbed interest the 
child took in the music of the gyp­
sies when during the summer the 
Lorand family was at its country 
home. A tiny violin was bought 
for her. She first picked out melo­
dies on it herself, aided from time 
to time by the gypsies who pass­
ed by. Such was her progress that 
her parents sent her to the Buda­
pest Conservatory of Music where 
she became a pupil of Hubay, and 
later studied with Carl Flesch. On 
graduating from the Conservatory 
at the age of seventeen she wae 
given the rare award of a profes­
sor’s diploma in recognition of her 
e x c e p t i o n a l  accomplishments. 
Shortly afterward she made her de-
Turn to page 2
Maternity Ward 
Catches Eyes of 
Decoration Judge«
The Delt maternity ward took the 
cup even though a black crepe, of 
necessity, adorned the *35 crib. 
House decorations were all but a 
tie. Delta Sigma Tau taking sec­
ond. The Betas took third in house 
decorations.
The silver loving cup for the best 
float was not quite as adept at 
eluding the Phi Delt flit as the Ri- 
pon bug. The Theta cars took sec­
ond; the Kappa Delta sleigh took 
third.
Awards were made by Richard 
Rosebush at the Homecoming club 
dance Saturday night. Estimates as 
to how much grape juice, or what 
have you. each cup will hold were 
the topic of the house chatter of the 
winners.
Dr. Raney Explains 
Italian War CrisU
Dr. W. F. Raney, professor of En­
glish and European history, spoko 
in chapel last Monday on the his­
tory of European conquests in Af­
rica. He described former conflicts 
between England, France, and Italy 
in their race for African colonies, 
and their resulting conquests, so 
that the students might have a bet­
ter background for their reading in 
newspapers about the current Ital­
ian Ethiopian controversy.
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Paper Chems Emerge From 
Books and Throw Party
At last it emerges from the red- 
taped seclusion of the Institute—the 
debauch of the Paper Chems! Ru­
mours of the "raucous’' celebrations 
concocted by North and South resi­
dences of the cloistered and be- 
piped chemists reached the see-all, 
hear-all, say-all possessor of The 
Cat’s Paw, and who are we to re­
strain ourselves? That party they
threw last Saturday before last Sat­
urday,-that’s what we mean. They 
hushed it up, but we found out. 
It’s nothing to keep quiet about. 
After freeing themselves from the 
shackles of voluntary seclusion 
from the feminine side of the cam­
pus for many a year this brave dash 
into social communication is quite 
something to grow hilarious about, 
especially when it’s done with such 
gusta
North House excelled in clever­
ness with signs plastered all over 
thè place relating in technical terms 
the unique properties of such things 
as the fireplace, the pictures on
Exchange Dinners
Prove Very Popular
The exchange dinner of Brokaw 
and Ormsby proved to be quit» a 
success despite the fact that the 
lasses who ate at Ormsby were seen 
an hour later at the popular haunts 
devouring hamburgers, chile, hot 
dogs, and pie a la mode. What about 
that school girl figure?
Ormsby had the pleasure of hav­
ing Mr. and Mrs. McGrew for din­
ner Friday night.
L. W. A. REPRESENTATIVE 
Monday night, at a meeting of 
Freshmen girls. Betty Morrison 
of Oak Park, III. was elected 
Freshman representative to the 
I- W. A.
the wall, and the “catalytic study 
of the effect of darkness upon hu­
man reaction” in the lighting ef­
fects, which were pepped up by 
a red light on the porch. Of course, 
these intellectual remarks were a 
little above the heads of the co­
eds, but masterfully they were ex­
plained.
A ping-pong table, and a roulette 
wheel down in the basement, add­
ed to radio and victrola music 
for dancing, comprised the enter­
tainment. But “cutest of all,” in the 
words of one sweet young thing, 
was the bar in the basement from 
which fruit punch (yes, we said 
fruit punch) was dispensed to the 
accompaniment of cookies and an 
occassional swig of cider «their own 
brand-ask them the recipe some­
time: it will knock you down) for 
those who could take it. Ye bar wai 
preside ! over by a typical round 
and red-headed bar-tender. And— 
yes! the bar even had a foot-rail, 
and we've been hunting all over 
town for one. too. Upstairs, of 
course, were the bridge tables, at 
which the chaperons were . uccess- 
fully kept all evening.
Later on, terrific shrieks were 
emitted from the building, but the 
boys were only playing “Murder”— 
a new game, but entirely innocent 
and something like the exam. of 
an attorney-at-law. But one doesnt 
need to be admitted to the bar to 
play it. Then too there was the 
diversion of visiting South House 
to see how the boys over there were 
getting along with their party. They 
had to be more calm about it all, 
because Here Doc. Lewis was play­
ing cards right in the middle of the 
main room, but they did righ*. well 
at that, even if their cider didn’t 
come up to the North House stand­
ard. At least the co-eds present had 
that soulful look on their »acee 
that indicates satisfaction with the 
date.
The boys had ordered a moon for 
the occasion and the "cataly’ ic ef­
fect” of it was what could be ex­
pected. Formula: Dance plus mu»» 
ic, plus girls, plus punch, plus Pa­
per Chems, plus fun, plus one large^ 
round moon, equal two very suc­
cessful Institute house parties.
NOTICE 
Did yon know—that the Paper 
Chems. strain their eider through 
a mop?
(Paid adv.)
B n e t o w ' S
Have a Way of Stressing
Your Individuality —
i
So visit their
BEAU TY SHOP
225 E. College Ave.Phone 902
BETTER HEATING & 
PLUMBING
W. S. Patterson
Company
SI 3 B. College Ave. Appleton, Wit.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Henry N. Marx
Jeweler 
212 E. College Ave.
THEATRE
George Seifert, Mgr.
Edith Lorand’s 
Orchestra Gives 
Concert Monday
TO PLAY HERE MONDAY NIGHT
but in Vienna. The critics were
loud in their praise, predicting an 
extraordinary future for her.
Kroiidcasting Artist
In rapid succession she repeated
this initial success in the concert 
hulls of Italy, Holland, England, 
Switzerland and Germany. She be­
came much sought after for guest
appearances with leading symphony 
orchestras, and also became a fa­
vorite broadcasting artist. Later her 
Edith Lorand Trio had the collab­
oration of such distinguished artists 
as Piatigorsky and Michael Rau- 
cheisen
II is as the director of her own 
orchestra, however, that she has at­
tracted the widest attention. She is 
that “rara avis”— a gifted and suc­
cessful woman conductor Of strik- 
•np appearance with flashing black 
♦•yes. dark hair and vivacity of 
manner. >'h** presents an entrancing 
picture on the podium As one Eu­
ropean critic expressed it, **Sh» is 
surrounding by a romantic aura 
which spreads over her en’ire or­
chestra something extraordinarily 
«ay. joyous and exhilarating.”
Varied Program 
Miss Lorand’s program is nicely 
varied and unusually attractive. 
Combining as it does a number 
of favorite pieces wi<h a very 
«harming selection of less known 
numbers, it will undoubtedly prove 
pleasant and refreshing entertain­
ment for everyone.
The program is as follows:
I
Classical Dances 
Svmphonie <I,e midi) 
Adagio-Allcgro 
Recitative 
Adagio
Menuetto
Allegro
Gavotte 
Gigue
Rondo from the Haffner Serenade
Mozart
Menuett Beethoven
Valse, Op. 64 Chopin
Military March Schubert
II
National Dances:
Slavic Dance No. II Dvorak
Slavic Dance No. 1 Dvorak
Clavelltos iSoanishi Valverde
Gopak i Russian) Moussorgsky
Bohemian Polka Weinberge,r
III
Hungarian Dances:
Phantasy of Hungarian Rhapsodies 
Liszt-Lorand 
Old Hungarian Dance from XVIII 
Century Boka-lx>rand
Hungarian Folk Songs and Dances
Lorand
IV
Viennese Dances:
Tales from the Vienna Woods
Johann Strauss 
Perpetuum Mobile Johann Strauss 
Wine, Woman. Song Johann Strauss 
Souvenir de Vienne Lorand
Arrangement of all pieces bv Ed­
ith lorand.
Haydn
Rameau
Scarlatti
Daniel, Fullinwider
I ' lu y  O h i i  C o m p o * i l io i i *
A concert of original compositions 
by Dr. Percy Fullinwider, profes­
sor of violin, and M. Cyrus Dan­
iel. professor of theory and compo­
sition, was presented at Peabody 
Mall on Thursday evening. Oct. 24.
Among the selections played were 
the Violin Sonata in B-flat. played 
by Dr. Fullinwider and Mr. Daniel. 
Three violin solos, “Minuet,” "Ber­
ceuse,” and “Mood Espagnol,” writ­
ten by Professor Fullinwider, were 
played by Dr. and Mrs. Fullinwider i
Roscoe Pound, dean of Harvard j 
Law School and one of the giants j 
of American jurisprudence, was 
once blacklisted by the Daughtc rs ! 
of the American Revolution.
(»eneva Committee 
To Sponsor Sale 
Of Coated Sinker«
Plans for a chocolate doughnut 
sale Thursday November 7 in Sage, 
Sage .winex, Peabody, and Ormsby 
was one of the actions taken by 
the Geneva committee in a meet­
ing at Hamer House Monday night. 
The meeting followed a banquet at 
Ormsby.
A party for Appleton poor chil­
dren was arranged for the Mon­
day before Thanksgiving.
A' representative for the Law­
rence Geneva committee to the 
Student Volunteer Movement Con­
ference to be held in Indianapolis 
December 28—January 1 was dif- 
cussed.
Mary Thomson. Dorothy Cohen, 
Violet Rusch, and Jane Carr were 
initiated into Geneva Committee.
FACULTY NOTICE
All faculty members of Law­
rence College are invited to at­
tend the alumni meeting at Mil­
waukee next Thursday, Novem­
ber 7. Reservations for the din­
ner at Gimbel’s Tea Room at 
5:45 should be placed at the 
Alumni Office in Main Hall, 
telephone 4688.
Compliments
of the
APPLETON
Willu.t, Keller 0.1.
Eyesight Specialist
121 W. College Ave.
2nd Floor
EYES EXAMINED
Glasses Scientifically 
Fitted
Complete Optical Laboratory 
Service
See the New Models in Midget Radios 
R. C. A. Victor and Bosch
Just Received!
New DECCA RecordsMEYER-SEEGER MUSIC CO.
You’ll be hungry after the 
game so why not enjoy 
a good
Tirkey Sapper, 35c
FORD-HOPKINS IMG STORE
« • M  I I I I )  I I I > < I I I I I I « l i t r i »  • » M i l .  t i l l l l *  i i i è i i t i  i i I « i I I I I *
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JSociety Rests and Relaxes
Page Three
After Homecoming Strain
Now that a week has passed since homecoming, we hope all the Law­
rence Rip Van Winkles have awakened feeling much refreshed.
Remember way back when, before you gave up and fell asleep, you 
watched the parade, cheered the floats, and were filled with a great 
pride for the college that could produce the brain-stufY for those ideas; 
how you yelled yourself hoarse backing those fighting Vikings out at the 
field.
Finally, you found yourself, (rather marveling at your stamina in being 
able to keep going* in the midst of a mighty crowd of students, alums, 
faculty, and even a few large-chested Ripon men. gyrating around the 
gym. with sw'eet music lullabying you and scintillating lights swooping 
overhead.
Well, that’s Homecoming, and just 
like Christmas, you’re sorry it 
comes only once a year, but then, 
maybe it’s just as well that it 
doe?
We iust can't write finis without 
Complimenting every house on the 
campus on its decorations. Even the 
paper-chems came through with as­
tounding creations.
A record crowd gathered In front 
of North House to watch Pop-eye 
and marvel at the great brains be­
hind the scenes tooting the toot- 
er at the proper moment.
The calm and restful scene at 
South House brought fame to It’s 
graved?» originators, and as one 
was heard to remark in that mod­
est way. it was indeed a great u n ­
dertaking.
Every train, bus and vehicle that 
came into Appleton brought visiting 
alumns; they swarmed the cam­
pus. renewing old acquaintances 
end getting in on all the fun.
The Alpha Delts entertained 
Marge Weber, Lu Hoffman. Marge 
Nystrom and Gail Peck and in one 
case rere ably assisted by a Sig 
Ep man.
1 In spite of the out-come of the 
game, a gay crowd came to the 
Alpha Delt open-house which the 
Appleton Alums planned for the ac­
tives and pledges. Coffee and deli­
cious doughnuts were served, and 
the new' red and white kitchen 
was opened for everyone to ad­
mire
Margaret Vail, Mildred Marshall,
Vera Weidman and Mary Jo Ster­
ling visited the D. G.s and inci­
dentally saw a lot of the boys they 
left behind.
Lola Mae Zuelke, Helen .Tear. In­
gold. Dorothy Goheen, and Julia 
Graver spent the week-end with the 
Thetas. and Helen Cornell. Margaret 
Moore. Ruth Hess and Jean Godfrey 
were *he Alpha Chi visitors.
In honor of the twentieth anni­
versary of the founding of the Kap­
pa Alpha Theta chanter at Law­
rence. a reunion of all the alumnae 
is being held here this week-end.
On Saturday there will be a dinner 
at the Hearthstone, and other meet­
ings will continue through Sunday.
The Kappa Delts wcleomed Helen 
Snider. Marguerite Greb. “Ike” M il­
ler. and “Mugs" Me Corry as their 
homecoming Guests. On Sunday the 
Founders Day banquet was held at 
the Hearthstone and was followed 
by a service in the rooms.
Bernice Verhulst, Grace Cross- 
field. Merle Hibbert. Mildred Me 
Eathron. Helen Wilson. Norma 
Smith, Ruby Brown, Mary Jane 
Steinberg, Elizabeth Kolter, Jean 
Baldwin Brockett, Jessie Case,
Eleanore Smith and Bothilda Nihl- 
en, graduate Zeta Tau Alphas re­
turned to visit their sorority sisters 
this week-end.
After the game the actives and 
pledges gave a tea in the rooms for 
patronesses and .alumns of Z?ta 
Tau Alpha.
Halloween celebrations are not 
forgotten by party-minded people 
On Thursday the D. G. pledges gave
Stop at the
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a very successful party. Pumpkins 
leered from ' the corners of the 
rooms, while ghost stories went the 
rounds, and the most dignified gals 
got their bangs wet ducking for ap­
ples.
On Friday the Alpha Delta pledg­
es are giving a party for the actives 
at the Dettman cottage on Lake 
Winnebago.
The fraternity houses too were 
filled with visiting alums. The 
Betas welcomed Ollie Williams, 
Dave Jones, Harold Sperka, Har­
ry Kellogg. Burt Kellog. and Joe 
Brackett. TTie Phi Delts had Fred 
Colburn '34. Walter Schultz ’32. Don 
Farrish ’31, John Brower ‘33, Bud 
Lay, Waller Wehe, Mark A. Kleine 
'96, Aden Wesphal ’34. Sid Jacobsen 
'31, Ken Dean ’30. Col. F. J. Schnel- 
ler ’02. Bud Pierce ’29. Zeke Rem- 
mel ’29, Bob Jones ’30, George 
Beckley ’31. Russel Kuemsted ’15, 
Lawrence Roeck ’31, J. McKenney 
’31. “Ade" Schwamell of Oregon 
State ’33 and J. B. Bartholomew. 
Purdue ’03 were also guests last 
week.
The Homecoming Alumni ban­
quet at the Phi Kappa Tau fra­
ternity was one of the most sue 
cessful affairs ever staged at the 
Mu chapter. The house was lather 
crowded, but no one seemed to 
mind as they talked with their old 
friends. Dinner was served to over 
fifty-five alumni, actives, and 
pledges ’round tables decorated in 
blue and white. Alumni who grad­
uated during the last twelve years 
attended. Among those present 
were. J. Mallory '23: Dr. M. Swan- 
ton and P. Carv ‘25. P. Rundquist 
’27; G. Krouse ’29; H. Berzinsky, F. 
Nemacheck, E. Mokela, J. Newbury, 
H. Ungradt, K. Pinkerton, repres­
ented the class of ’30; M. Krutzen 
R. Valentine. A. Larson. G. Opper- 
man, of *31; R. Duket, and G. Hall 
•32; R. McNeil, H. Kieth, U. Nema­
check. F. C. Gebhart. M. Poppe ’33; 
J. Herschleb, J. Schneider, J. K im­
ball, W. Brackett. N. Hienstedt, of 
’34; R. Thompson, R. Krell, and K. 
Shilling ’35.
The Alum association of Phi Kap 
pa Tau, Mu chapter, have elected 
Herman P. Schweger ’32 as pres­
ident, G. Opperman ’31, Secretary 
and F. C. Gebhart '33. treasurer.
The Delts. aided by fifteen guests, 
got away with two twenty pound 
turkeys donated by the Durbrow 
Commission House, for dinner Sun­
day, though we doubt if those hus­
ky Delts needed any help.
Initiations go on forever, this 
week, the Delts are announcing the 
initiation of Stanley Guth, Clif­
ford Maintz, Ed Powers, Mose 
Smith, Dick White, and Clarence
So They Say
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In Lawrence College a college of 
distinction, a college that has one of 
the finest conservatories of music 
in the mid-west, it uould suem pos­
sible to organize a pep band that 
could play at athletic contests. What 
must opposing teams think of a 
band of mediocre calibre, or w’hat 
is worse, no band at all?
Criticism has been placed upon 
the student organization for its ne­
glect of the band. This is a mis­
conception because the organization 
has been cooperating to the fullest 
extent in order to have good musi? 
present at the games. Money has 
been appropriated for keys, uni­
forms. and instruments, but of no 
avail. The fault lies not with the 
students but w'ith a gentleman 
whose function should be not only 
to direct the concert band, but also 
to organize a pep band.
The two are inseparable. One 
should not be sacrificed for the 
other. Other colleges have the con­
cert band used the so-called pep 
band as a unit—not having the pep 
band as a separate function ihat is 
left up to the students to organize. 
It is impossible to even have a pep 
band at Lawrence Colleae. unless 
the officials at the conservatory rea­
lize that the pep band is just as 
important to the Lawrence stu­
dents as the concert band ever 
thought of being. Therefore it 
should be a part of the Lawrence 
College curriculum.
The organization of such a band 
has been sacrificed so that atten­
tion might be given elsewhere. In 
my opinion, if such a busy gentle­
man cannot find time to devote his 
attention to such an important fac-
Ariel Announce* New
Additions to Staff
The business staff of the Ariel, 
which has Ken Walker as business 
manager, includes Joe Koffend, 
Don Johnson, Dan Murphy, Doris 
Renner, and Ruth Weinkauf. More 
members will be added to the staff 
during the year.
Although it is still quite early in 
the school year, the staff is already 
functioning. The important work 
they have begun is soliciting ads 
for the year book.
Rasmussen a former LawTence foot­
ball coach.
Phi Delta Theta initiated Mark A. 
Kleine on Sunday, and Phi Kappa 
Tau announces the pledging of A l­
lan Adrian and Junior Kapp.
On Sunday the Delta Sigs had a 
dinner at the Hotel Northern for 
actives and alumni, Arnold Seig of 
Chicago acted as toastmaster and 
speakers were Robert Bertella and 
Sam Smith, of the alumni chapter. 
Raymond Herzog announced that the 
formal would be held on November 
30 at the Valley Inn in Neenah
A Fraternity Council dinner wras 
held at the Delta Sig house on Wed­
nesday, and was followed by a 
business meeting.
Parties too aren’t forgotten by the 
fraternity socialites, and on Satur­
day the Delts are giving a radio 
party, just to give the girls the 
starting gun. the Betas have divulg­
ed plans for a house party, with 
orchestra for dancing, on November 
9.
Mr. Paul Amundson, of Boston, 
newly-elected trustee of Law-rence 
College, visited here over th* 
Homecoming week end.
BETHURUM REVIEWS BOOK
At last Monday's meeting of the 
Woman’s Club, Miss Bethurum gave 
an interesting review’ of T. E. Law­
rence’s book, “The Seven Pillars of 
Wisdom.” Along with the book re­
view, she gave some interesting 
highlights on Arabian life.
tor as a band that carries on botn 
functions, then it is necessary to 
make an addition to the conserva­
tory of someone who can make the 
concert band and pep-band his sole 
obligation—realizing that one can­
not be successfully carried on with­
out the other.
There has been great agitation 
on the part of the students to have 
a band worthy of wearing the Law­
rence colors. The subject has be­
come so acute that it has even be­
come an important topic for discus­
sion at the dining table. Let's quit 
fooling ourselves about this band. 
Let’s quit making clowns out of the 
fellows who are diligently trying to 
organize a band. Let’s get to the 
foundation of their problem. Per­
haps there are other ways of hav­
ing a band than the way in which 
I’ve suggested; but at any rate let’s 
have the cooperation of the peo 
pie who should be responsible for 
such things.
Signed,
Ed Powers 
All College Club President
Infirmary Receives 
Magazines and Food 
From Campus Club
Members of the Campus club and
wives of the trustees of the colleg* 
moved into the front line trenches 
under the direction of Miss Tnrr 
and Mrs. Weston at an infirmary 
tea held last Wednesday. Hundreds 
of bandages were folded for use in 
the infirmary and the collection of 
supplies wras so successful, Miss 
Blumcschen says an addition may 
have to be built to keep them in.
If those poor unfortunate victims 
who spend part of*their college days 
in confinement find grape juice, to­
mato juice, pineapple juice, grape­
fruit juice, applesauce, currant jel­
ly or raspberries on their menus, 
they can send the bouquets to the 
campus club for their donations, in 
the provisions there was also a car­
ton of dog food conveniently con­
taining a case of ginger ale «'might 
not be a bad idea to add veteran- 
arian service.»
Those who go to see the nurse or 
doctor to have their temperature 
taken or pulse felt will find a pleas­
ing array of the latest magazines 
from Colliers, Saturday Evening 
Post, Harpers and Ladies Home 
Journal to Readers Digest, Vanity 
Fair, and yes, even Esquire. More 
roses to the campus club. Thev 
have even provided puzzles, jig 
saw and the like, and if you are 
tired of sleeping the latest perserip- 
tion is a chapter or two of “The 
Benson Murder Case," "As a Thief 
in the Night,” or the “13 for D in­
ner" taken well before retiring.
JUNIORS AND SENIORS 
Have yoar picture« taken new 
for the Ariel, as the time is 
growing short for yoar Inser­
tions. Nov. 31 is the deadline. 
Save .50 cents by having them 
taken now. Organisations please 
art immediately.
231 - E.ColleqeAue.
APPLETON. WISCONSIN.
MODERN ORY CLEANERS
222 E. Oollege Ave.
Better Dry Cleaning
Gladly Delivered to Your Residential Unit
COATS Q  C  c  
DRESSES . .
Get Better Dry Cleaning at the Modern —
In the Same Building as the East-End Postal Station
A  Shop for You!
is Interested in Serving You!
BARBER SHOP
Zuelke Building 4th Floor Phone 5968
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N. Y. A. Enables 
115 Students to 
Attend Lawrence
College Receives $1,260 
Per Month From 
Covernnient
During (he first month of college 
115 students were working under 
the Nutional Youth Administration 
program at Lawrence. According to 
the N. Y A. ruling, allotments are 
made to the college on the basis 
of $15 a month per student for 12 
per cent of the Oct. 1934 enrollment 
of full-time students. By this pro­
vision Lawrence College receives 
$1200 a month, which, theoretically, 
would pay for the employment of 
84 students. But some of the stu­
dents work less time than the re­
quirement to earn $15 a month, with 
the result that 115, instead of 84 
students have received part-time 
employment. Lawrence College this 
year receives $40 a month in ad­
dition in order to finance the em­
ployment of graduate students.
According to a release of the N. 
Y. A. on Oct. 23, financial assist­
ance for 100,532 needy students in 
1,514 colleges and universities in 
4ti states, the District of Columbia, 
and Puerto Rico will be provided 
by the National Administration. 
These figures are preliminary and 
involve a monlhly allotment of 
$1,503,795 by the N. Y. A. to the 
colleges and universities. In Wis­
consin alone a total of 66 institu­
tions receive a total monthly grant 
of $40,500 to aid 2700 'students.
Wide Variety of Work
"Each college president is held 
responsible for the program in his 
institution. Students are employed 
in socially-desirable work on and 
off the campus. On the campus they 
are engaged in research, clerical, 
office, library, museum, and labor­
atory work, while off the campus 
activities include community ed­
ucation, health, and welfare pro­
jects.” At Lawrence a tentative el­
igibility list is made from those 
students whose need has olreody 
been established through the ap­
plication for aid made at the end 
of the previous year. On the ap­
plication the student states the type 
of work which he can do. Mtmbers 
of the College staff present pro­
jects that they have which w juld 
provide employment for students, 
ami these projects are then consid­
ered by a committee composed of 
the president, the dean, and the 
business Manager. Such projects as 
conform to the program are ap­
proved. and the qualifications of the 
students are matched up with the 
requirements of the projects.
After a student is employed, he 
keeps a daily time record of his 
work, which is approved and sent 
to the business office by the staff 
member under whom he works. The 
payroll is then made up and sent 
to the State Administrator at Mad­
ison, where the report is audited. 
Reports are made every month, and 
the students* term-bills are credited 
for their earnings.
Says Mr. Aubrey W. Williams, 
Executive Director of the N. Y. A. 
about the program: “An important 
phase of our youth program is to 
provide a type of training for em­
ployment in industry and public life
To Top Off That Well Groomed 
College Appearance 
Have Your Barber Work Done at
HOTEL NORTHERN 
BARBER SHOP
Hooks & Tony
Gertrude Clark
Elected President 
Of Ormsby Hall
The 1935-36 officers of Ormsby 
were elected at a house meeting last 
week. They are:
Gert Clark—President.
Beth Ferris—Secretary.
Ruth Schuettge—Treasurer.
Jean Hutchinson—Head Proctor.
Margaret Scott—Social Chairman.
In the future, you may expect 
to see: Beth Ferris with a towel 
around her neck (hoarse from call­
ing roll cull) Jean Hutchinson worn 
out from running around Ormsby 
trying to have all the lights out 
at the appointed hour, and Ruth 
Schuettge at her wits end trying to 
remember who paid her dues. Mar­
garet Scott will be wondering why 
"Such and Such’s" orchestra had an 
engagement at the wrong time. We 
don't know much about the duties 
of the President so you will have 
to watch Gert Clark yourselves, but 
we do know that by the end of the 
year she will have had plenty ol 
experience in Public Speaking, and 
will be able to say the rules of 
Ormsby backwards and forwards.
Belli(irum Talks 
To Women’s Club
Col. Lawrence’» Campaign 
Against Arabia Is Sub­
ject of Addretis
The campaign in Arabia during 
the World War as written about by 
Col. T. E. Lawrence was the sub­
ject of a talk given by Dr. Doro­
thy Bethurum, professor of En­
glish, when she reviewed the book 
“Seven Pillars of Wisdom," befcre 
members of the Appleton Womans 
Club, Monday afternoon, Oct. 28, in 
her room in Main Hall.
Miss Bethurum gave an account 
of Lawrence as a man, an archa­
eologist and poet, turned soldier, as 
well as some background material 
on the campaign itself. She then de­
scribed the campaign as worked 
out by Lawrence, which consist­
ed of causing the Arabs to revolt 
against their Turkish masters so 
as to force the Turks to withdraw 
some of their troops from German 
assistance. This hastened the end of 
the war by several months.
Besides being a mere account of 
the campaign, says Miss Bethurum, 
“Seven Pillars of Wisdom” tells of 
how Lawrence understood and 
made use of Arab psychology, and 
of the problems which he had to 
face in putting this campaign into 
execution.
L O S T
Red and Grey
Plaid Jacket
Leather Trimming«
J. PR0MER,
Brokaw
Carson V, Harwood, 3.?, announces 
his permanent connection with the liar- 
irooil Studio. As a result of study, in 
London and iYeir York, of the more 
progressive methods of photography, the 
tcork of the studio has an increased 
originality and smartness.
3rd Floor— Zuelke Bldg,
J . 6. Mohr—Piano Tuner
P lan o Technician for Lawrence College and Conservatory 
these te yean.
Professor Frunzke 
Resigns Position 
As City Alderman
Mr. A. L. Franzke, professor of 
speech, who is on leave of absence 
during this year, last week resigned 
from his position as member of the 
city council of Appleton.
He stated that his recent appoint­
ment as general state office manag­
er for the WPA in addition to Mis 
position as state director of the di­
vision of personnel for the WPA 
makes greater demands upon his 
time than he had anticipated. Con­
sequently he says in his resignation, 
“The problems confronting the city 
of Appleton at present are of such 
nature and importance as to re­
quire more time than I can «.pare 
from my present official duties. Un­
der the circumstances I have con­
cluded that in justice to the citi­
zens of Appleton I should tender 
my resignation.”
Mr. Franzke has been represent­
ing the sixth ward on the council 
since April, 1934.
Lila Locksmith
Stresses Ideals 
Of Mortar Hoard
The three ideals of Mortar Board 
service, leadership, and scholarship 
were stressed by Lila Locksmith at 
a special Ormsby house meeting 
Thursday, October 24. The house- 
meeting followed a Mortar Board 
dinner.
The purpose of the dinner was to 
introduce Mortar Board to the 
freshmen girls. To this end Miss 
Locksmith also read an essay writ­
ten by Miss Olga Achtenhagen, as­
sociate professor of English, which 
set forth her ideas at to why every 
girl should strive to be a Mortar 
Board member.
The five Chapter members, Mar­
garet Badger, Ella Heinke, Mary 
Jean Carpenter, Gwen Cramer, 
Winifred Wiley, and Lila Lock­
smith, former Mortar Board presi­
dent, wore their caps and gowns.
At the close of the housemeeting 
s-ong books containing Lawrence 
songs were passed to each girl.
Dr. Bober Addresses 
Current Events Club 
On “Public Utilities”
Dr. M. M. Bober, professor of ec­
onomics and business, spoke this 
morning, Nov. 1, to the Appleton 
Current Events Club. His topic was 
“Public Utilities.”
Dr. Bober described the func­
tions, organization, and nature of 
the holding company. He pointed 
out the services rendered by this 
type of business unit and then dis­
cussed the abuses to which it is 
often subjected. One of the most 
important of these is financial man­
ipulation. Dr. Bober told the Club 
of the government legislation which 
has been passed during 1935 in an 
effort to check this.
A professor Kipp of the law facul­
ty at the University of Bonn, in Ger­
many, was forced to resign recent­
ly because his maid patronized a 
Jewish butcher.
Derr Speaker at 
Rotary Meeting
Lawrence Coach Explains 
Ways of Selecting 
Grid Material
Ways of selecting material for a 
football squad were discuss* d by 
Paul Derr, Lawrence college coach, 
at a meeting of the Rotary club 
yesterday noon at Hotel Northern. 
He also answered several questions 
offered by his audience about foot­
ball and especially, about the home­
coming game last Saturday.
His squads are divided into two 
groups. Derr told the Rotarians, 
one consisting of boys who have 
courage or who are sure to give all 
they have to win, and the other of 
boys who haven’t so much courage 
or who aren’t so sure of giving ev­
erything.
The two groups then are divided 
again into the “whites,” boys who 
are rather cold before a game and 
those who he called “red.” or who 
are rather warm. The latter are sure 
of themselves, the others not so 
sure, he said. The ideal way to play 
them is a red alongside a white, the 
one to bolster the other or the one 
to calm down the other depending 
upon the situation.
Coach Derr’s audience was inter­
ested in several angles of Satur­
day’s homecoming game and he an­
swered questions about the legality 
of at least two disputed plays.
Frosh Gridders 
To Play Mission 
House Saturday
Yearlings Expected to 
Show Plenty of Speed 
A n d  P o w e r
The lowly class of 1930 will 
have a chance to advance slightly 
its prestige in the minds of upper» 
classmen Saturday, when they bat­
tle Mission House College in She­
boygan.
Coach Denny has been giving the 
frosh most of their experience in 
drills with the Varsity. 18 to 20 men 
going through their paces in every 
practice period.
Weaver, Maertzweiler, Weideman 
and Crawford make up the back- 
field. with Goehler, an experienced 
Appleton man working in occasion­
ally. Goehler has the speed and 
open field ability which makes him 
a good threat at any time. Weaver 
has power and plenty of drive, 
while Weideman is probably the 
fastest back the yearlings can show. 
Maertzweiler has been tou'jh on 
defense and Is an effective block­
ing half. Crawford looks good once 
he can penetrate the opposing line, 
and is confident on defense.
Line Shifted
The line has been shifted from 
time to time but now seems fair­
ly certain with Gaiko, a tou^h man 
to stop at guard. Holmes, with plen­
ty of weight and height at *he oth­
er guard. Walters at tackle, and 
Wemer at end. Jacobs holds down 
one end, but will have to show 
plenty of power for his size and 
weight to keep it. Hatton looks 
like he’ll be a good center.
After a little more deception and 
smoothness has been worked into 
"greenies” they may look like a 
pretty presentable outfit and should 
whip the Missions this week. Last 
year the Frosh walloped Elmer Ott’i  
eleven 26-0 here at Whiting Field.
FIRESIDE FELLOWSHIP OF 
METHODIST CHURCH 
Sunday eve. 7:30 Nov. 3. 1935. 
Reception for Dr. and Mr«. G il­
bert S. Cox. Will feed you then.
The Committee
which is outside the usual school 
curriculum. Wherever it is possible 
to do so. our projects for young 
people embody an element of prac­
tical preparation for jobs.”
A  BRAIN HARASSED BY A PEN
THAT RUNS DRY, LOSES ITS
utce.~ l^ cyto&L... cutcf Sc/rte&sum.
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Every time that you 
write , your Train o f 
Thought flushes along 
rails more delicate than 
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Lawrence to Meet Beloit Tomorrow
Visiting Team 
Promises Vikes 
A Tough Battle
Lawrence Musi Win to 
Keep Near Second 
PI a c e
BY KARL MESS
The 1935 Lawrence college foot­
ball team makes their final ap­
pearance on the home field when 
they meet Beloit here tomorrow in 
a Midwest conference game.
Those of a somewhat optimistic 
nature are of the opinion that Law­
rence is going to have an easy time 
boating Beloit but anyone who has 
seen a Beloit team for the last three 
years knows that the Vikings are 
going to have to fight for every 
inch they make. We find that com­
parative scores don’t mean a thing 
as far as predictions are concerned 
but for those who still believe in 
them, here they are: Lawrence beat 
Lake Forest by a 7-0 score. Be­
loit handed them a 12-6 defeat. Rip- 
on defeated Beloit by a 21-0 score 
while we suffered an 18-14 setback 
in last Saturday’s debated game. 
Knox and Lawrence played to a 6-6 
tie two weeks ago but last Saturday 
Beloit lost to Knox by a 18-7 score. 
However, the Beloit team rolled up 
a total of 21 first downs in that 
game and any team with an offense 
of that nature surely isn’t any set­
up. Here are the comparative 
scores, we can’t prove a thing by 
them and considering everything 
Saturday's game promises to be a 
battle all the way.
Vike Injuries Healing
Injuries received in the game last 
week are rapidly healing and as we 
go to press it is not likely that any 
injuries will keep men from com­
peting in tomorrow’s game. Marty 
Bridges received a kick in the teeth. 
Bob Shreve was bruised, Durbrow’s 
eye wound was reopened, Leech ob­
tained a game leg, and Straubel had 
some more trouble with his hip 
but these injuries are rapidly heal­
ing. .
If Lawrence can beat Beloit to­
morrow and Carroll next week, 
they will finish in second place in 
the Big Four conference. In the 
Midwest conference we would rate 
fairly satisfactorily considering the 
fact that this is Coach Derr's first 
year here.
This week’s practices have been 
devoted mainly to blocking and 
running attacks. Coach Derr has 
also been polishing up the passing 
attack for he admits that this line 
of attack is his best scoring threat. 
The reserve strength is stronger 
than ever due to the fact that many 
of the boys have seen action in the 
last two weeks. The team should 
be in good shape for the game to­
morrow and with the same kind of 
support that they received last 
Saturday from the students should 
give Beloit a lot of trouble.
I, the undersigned, wish to go 
on record as retracting a state­
ment made in the tender youth 
of my first year in which I stat­
ed that under no condition would 
I don a dinner jacket or attend 
any affairs of formal nature; the 
aforesaid to go into Immediate 
effect.
Any bids will he respectfully 
considered under the new pulley; 
however, shop early and avoid 
the rush.
GEORGE BEVERLY WALTER
COPPENS’
SHOE
REPAIR
119 E. College Ave., at Heckert’s
Tou Will Be Pleased
With
MARCELLE
Non-AUergic Cosmetics 
SOLD BY
BELLING‘S
Drug Store
204 X. College Ave.
PLACEKICK GOES WIDE
Frank Dean is shown above attempting to make a field goal from placement in the first half of the 
Homecoming game with Ripon.
The statistics of Saturday’s game 
reveal some interesting facts to us. 
In the first half Lawrence gained 
59 yards on running plays while 
Ripon gained 73. In the second half 
however, the Vikings gained 41 
while the dope sheet shows the 
Redmen with a loss of 15 yards 
from running piays bringing the 
totals to an even 100 yards gained 
from running plays for the Law­
rence team to a total of 58 yards 
for the Ripon eleven. Lawrence at­
tempted 27 passes, completing 11 of 
them for a total yardage gained 
by the aerial route of 149 yards. 
Ripon attempted only five passe?, 
completing one of them for a total 
yardage of 23 yards The Vikings 
wwe penalized 6 yards (the one 
yard penalty representing half the 
distance to the goal line when they 
were penalized for being off-side). 
The Redmen lost 40 yards in pen­
alties. Ripon had the edge in av­
erage punting because Osen’s two 
blocked punts had to be subtracted 
from the total distance. Ripon had 
an average punt of 31 yards.-The 
Lawrence average was 221 yards.
The Beta isolation has put a crimp 
in the Inter fraternity Spcrts 
League but everything will come 
out alright. As we go to press the 
championship has not as yet been 
decided. It rests with the winner of 
the Delta Sig-Beta game. Volleyball, 
next to grading the favorite sport 
of the faculty, will soon begin, with 
your correspondent not making any
It Might Be
Beloit 0 I-aw rence 12
Carroll 6 Ripon n
Coe 6 Carleton 10
Knox 0 Cornell 14
Carthage 0 Monmouth 6
Purdne 0 Minnesota 10
Notre Dame 13 Ohio State 17
Indiana 0 Iowa 13
Michigan 7 Pennsylvania 13
Princeton 0 Navy 6
Dartmouth 0 Yale 8
Miss. State 7 Army 7
North west'n 7 Illinois 10
Iowa Stale 6 Marquette 14
Brown 0 Harvard 26
U. C. L. A. 7 California 9
Colgate 14 Tulane 19
Syracuse 6 Penn State 12
E. Green Bay 6 Appletoq 13
Ethiopia 0 Italy 3
mentions that the Redmen will have 
to look out for Hecker the best 
passer in the Big Four conference. 
Not only Hecker, but Leech too 
have been doing good work in that 
line. He was on the starting end of 
both of the Viking passes that scor­
ed touchdowns in last Saturday's 
game.
Herbert Hoover, Jefferson Davis, 
Benjamin Franklin, Henry Hud­
son, William Penn, David Livings­
ton and Ben Hur are registered at 
the Univ. of North Carolina this 
year.
Ripon Reds Spoil 
Homecoming Game 
By 18-14 Victory
Lead Change* Often 
Thriller; Question­
able Decisions
in
The Ripon College Redskins spoil­
ed another perfect Homecoming 
last Saturday when they handed 
the Vikings their first defeat of the 
year in one of the most thrilling 
games ever witnessed at Whiting 
Field. The final score was 18-14. The 
defeat not only ruined the Home­
coming program but it forced Ihe 
Vikings out of first place in the 
Midwest Conference. Lawrence 
came from behind in the second 
half to score two touchdowns via 
the aerial route only to have ihe 
Ripon eleven cinch the game by 
scoring a touchdown with only 
three minutes left to play, on a play 
that will be debated for years. 
The play in question occurred when 
Osen punted to Guiadronne who 
took the ball on his own 13 yard 
line and started up the west side 
lines. On his own 39 yard line he 
was apparently tackled but some­
how or other he managed to .hvow 
a pass which was ruled lateral to 
Kolasch who negotiated the remain­
ing 61 yards to the goal line with­
out any difficulty. Umpire Davii 
• have you ever read the Toonerville 
Topics? adv.) ruled that the man 
was not tackled and that the pass 
was lateral.
Ripon Scores First 
The game opened with Lawrence 
kicking off to Ripon. The ball car­
rier was downed on the 11 yard 
line, and on the next play was 
thrown for a two yard loss. The
Turn to page 6
predictions as 
that event.
to the winner in
A note in last week’s Ripon paper
NOW PLAYING
Ends on Monday
DICK POWELL 
RUBY KEELER in
“SHIPMATES
FOREVER”
G M E IN E R ’ S
for a Hot Fudge or a Toasted Sandwich. 
Also take a bag of Candy to the game!
135 E. College Ave.
y The High Quality of
H Potts and Wood’s M
|  DAIRY PRODUCTS |
f§ are recognized by Lawrence ¡|
§  College. We have supplied fjj
H Lawrence with our products J
M for many years. 1
1 POTTS AND WOOD I
DON’T overlook
your
Overcoat
With a flourish 
a n d  alacrity, 
our salesmen will 
help you look 
over our entire 
new stock of 
overcoats.
Pleasingly priced 
at
$22%
$
$
$
25
29%
35
And more than pleasing­
ly styled —  in the sea­
son’s newest sport back 
models. Smartly pat­
terned in window pane 
plaids —  small, medium 
and large.
Plain oxfords, blues 
and browns too —  brush 
finished and soft rich 
velvety fabrics —
They’re all in ample 
assortments at
Thiede Good Clothes
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Sophomore Hockey 
Team Overcomes 
Frosh in Battle
Final Score Is 3*2 in 
II a r <1 F o u g h t  
doute»!
In a thrilling, hard-fought battle
last Monday the experienced sopho­
mores defeated the fighting fresh­
men 3-2.
The day was perfect, with a cool 
breeze blowing across the field off­
setting the hot rays of the sun. The 
sophomores, fighting mad to match 
their red pennies, repeatedly car­
ried the ball down within the circle 
and made smash after smash at the 
goal, but Kay Beals and Frances 
Smethurst drove the ball out to the 
edge time after time, with the help 
of Betty Rarlow who saved the 
frosh again and again from an ov­
erwhelming defeat. At the end of 
a hard-hitting, swift-passing half, 
the score was tied. 1-1.
With renewed determination the 
sophomores started the second, and 
with splendid backing by the halfs, 
Helen Peters and Helen Sethness, 
the forward line penetrated far into 
the frosh territory and scored. Not 
to be outdone, the frosh came back 
immediately and after a beautiful 
pas>« from the right wing, Houck. 
Jean Doerr again tied up the score.
With just a few minutes left to 
play, Helen Peters received a pass 
at center, dribbled down the field, 
xcooped over the defending full 
back's sticks, and with a hit from 
the right the ball passed the goal- 
kee|M»r for the winning goal.
Helen Peters starred for the soph­
omores offensively and defensively 
and Helen Sethness and A1 Hollo­
way also played clever ball. Bet­
ty Barlow, Margaret Scott, and 
Jean Doerr were the outstanding 
freshmen players.
Soph«* Frosh
Humlecker C Doer C
Mac Rae, J. L I. Scott L. I.
Wood R. I. Schoblaska R. I. 
Holloway R. W. Johnson L. W. 
Mac Rae, M. Hauck R. W.I W
Peters C. H. Fritz C.
Sethners L. H. Thomson I,. H. 
Seip R. H. Shattuck R. H. 
Osen L. F. Benls L. F.
Mauland R F. Smithurst R F. 
Cheney G. Barlow G. 
Young S.
Aiming to make up for their de­
feat at the hands of the sophomores, 
on Wednesday night the frosh play­
ed the part of the conquering heroes 
and overwhelmed the spirited se­
niors by the score of 6-0.
The seniors who tore themselves 
away from the books and return­
ed to their former days by donning 
peach gym suits were Fritz Wiley, 
Margaret Radger, Gwen Cram?r, 
Red Carpenter, June Orwig, Betty 
Morse, ,‘Flly,, Frolic Voighta, Mary 
Fulton, Lou Carr, and Betsy Ashe. 
More power to them; It was a good 
game and a lot of fun was had by 
»11 plus a few black and blue marks.
Fii£li*li Composition
Utilize* Visual Aid*
Something new in visual educa­
tion! Composition work in Mr. Troy- 
er’s freshman English class wras 
supplemented one day last week by 
the showing of several reels of mo­
tion pictures.
Clark Nixon, who attended the 
Boy Scout Jamboree in Hungary 
In 1933, was the exhibitor. His pic­
tures supplemented a sketch which 
ho had written on the trip and 
which the class had already heard. 
The pictures were not only of the 
Jamboree, but also of the several 
countries in Europe which he visit­
ed during the course of a two 
month’s trip.
CAMPUS CURIOSITIES
WIST POINT WAS THt 
ftRST technical SCHOOL 
in uniTCD STATES/
U Iais unique w a ter , 
t a n k , lo cated  on  t h « 
EMORY U CAMPUS. IS 
COMMONLY CALLED THE _  
'B066Y JONES MEMORIAL 
JONES STUDIED LAW AT 
• EMORY IN I92fr "
Odd Phenomena 
About Campus 
Bother Frosh
How the gentleman in oils on 
the South end of the East wall in 
the Library tied his tie.
When she'll have her date with 
the one and only Prietz.
If she'll ever be completely awake 
again.
If meals w’ill ever come when 
she's hungry.
Why her room is always hot all 
night and cold all day.
If she'll ever hit a good pros­
pect on one of these social mixing 
devices.
It  Brokaw turns on all its lights 
after 11:00 P. M. to emphasize its 
advantages.
If she can be a Lawrentian with­
out combs in her hair and oxford 
glasses.
If knitting is a prerequisite of a 
diploma.
If she meant to study all the 
time in college.
Why the firescape isn’t a more 
popular method of egress and in­
gress.
When the clock in the library 
forgot how to count.
Why men don't describe them­
selves over the telephone so she’d 
have an idea whom she’s accept 
ing a date with.
Why callers don’t give their 
names so she'd know whether to 
be out or to put an extra blotch of 
powder on her nose.
Why they put books on reserve— 
she can’t get them anyhow.
If the Paper Chems are on re­
serve for the upper-classwomen.
If those upperclassmen strewn 
around on the sofas and easy chairs 
in the parlor are going to be per­
manent.
If those publicly private larders 
could have anything to do with 
those 5J new pounds.
If her diminishing correspondence 
could be the result of her not writ­
ing any letters.
If she'll ever get Into trouble 
leaving her signature on various 
sheets of paper all over the cam 
pus.
Mina Gerhard Beauty Shop
Let us take care of your beauty needs!
701 Irving Zuelke Bldg. Phone 5506
LUTZ ICE CO.
MANUFACTURED
-  ICE -
COAL
Phone 2
COKE
Call* are Made to 
Musically Inclined 
Girls for Pep Band
At the last two rehearsals of the 
Pep Band there were good turn* 
outs of girls who have always been
anxious to play with this organiza­
tion.
There are many girls in the col­
lege w'ho play some band instru­
ment and perhaps have not heard 
that girls are now permitted to 
play in the Pep Band. Definite re­
hearsals * have not been set but 
watch the bulletins and come to 
the next practices.
The girls who have been there 
have gotten a “bi* kick” out of it 
and enjoy the ‘‘peppy’’ new num­
bers from the “Stunt Band-Book” 
which includes novelty numbers 
from "Turkey in the Straw" to 
“Shave and Haircut, Six Bits.” We 
are sure you'll want to join after 
you hear these clever selections to­
night.
More clairinets are needed, so if 
you play sax or clairinet and have­
n’t one, borrow one from someone 
who can't come or “rent” one from 
the Con. and come and enjoy an 
hour or “relaxing music" w’ith us 
every week.
Bieritz
Musical Instruments
Repair Service
Clarinet —- Saxophone 
Mouthpiece Repairing
130 E. College Ave.
Ripon Reds Spoil 
Homecoming, 18-14
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5
punt went out to the 50 yard line 
where the Vikings gained 5 yards 
in two plays. On the next play Os- 
en’s punt was blocked and recov­
ered by Ripon on the Viking 28 
yard line. Two plays netted 3 yards, 
and then a long pass and a spec­
tacular catch by-Ken Smith put the 
ball on the 2 yard line. The Law­
rence line, kneeling on its own goal 
line held for two downs, but on 
the third down the ball was car­
ried over for the first score of the 
game. The kick for the extra point 
was wide. The rest of the quarter 
was spent with both teams punting 
and waiting for a break.
In the middle of the second quar­
ter the break came. The Ripon line 
blocked another punt on the 21 yard 
line and one of the Ripon men man­
aged to kick the ball over the &oal 
line and fall on it for another touch­
down. A great deal of criticism was 
heard on this play also as the ball 
was kicked a good 15 yards before 
the Ripon man fell on it. The half 
ended with Lawrence in possession 
of the ball on Ripons 18 yard line, 
after a march of 42 yards in jeven 
plays.
The third quarter was played 
largely in Ripon territory. Late in 
the quarter the Vikings took the 
ball on the Ripon 47 yard line, 
and after two completed passes and 
four running plays which netted al­
most 20 yards, they found them­
selves on the Ripon 15 yarl line. 
The next play wras an incompleted 
pass, but the next one found Leech 
fading back and sailing a beautiful 
pass to Osen who caught it in the 
end zone for the first Viking touch­
down. Dean kicked the extra point 
the rest of the quarter was un­
eventful.
The fourth quarter opened with 
the Redmen punting to their own 
45 yard line. The ball was returned 
20 yards but was fumbled there, R i­
pon recovering. Ripon again punted 
out to midfield, and again it was 
returned to the 27 yard line. A com­
pleted pass put the ball on the 
15 yard line but on the next play it 
was again fumbled and Ripon re­
covered. Another march was start 
ed, which was stopped on the 5 
yard line and the Ripon punter,
kicking from behind his own gos 
line, was forced to hurry his Kiel 
so that it was downed on the 1 
yard line. The next play netted n 
gain, but on the next play anothe 
pass, Leech to Osen was good for 
touchdown. Straubel passed to Hulz 
wart for the extra point. Vikin, 
hopes ran high. Here at last w'as i 
team that was going to break th 
long string of Homecoming defeats 
But somehow or other the God 
did not smile on the Lawreno 
team, or maybe it was the devl 
breathing into the soul of the um 
pire, but anyway only nine play 
after the touchdown, the afore 
mentioned play occured and th< 
game was won. The game ende< 
with Lawrence in possession of th< 
ball on its own ¿5 yard line, fill 
ing the air with passes in a des 
perate attempt to score.
Stop in for 
your sodas 
at
LaVILLA
Loose Leaf Note BooksPaper and Fountain Pens
Sylvester & Nielsen Inc.
209 E. College Ave.
We Close on Saturday at Noon
H 3T U 3 Depend On
ZORIC DRY CLEANING
to clean and revive your school clothing. Zoric cleans every 
thing cleaner and odorless! TRY ZORIC TODAY!
PHONE 667
Uneeda Laundry and 
Zoric Cleaners
We Call and Deliver 518 W. College Ave.
For Tour Convenience, Clothes May Be Left at the Peerless National Laundry
307 E. College Ave.
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hln Old Kentucky” 
Revived Amid Many 
Boos and Laughs
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Mr. Du Shane Speaks
Donald Du Shane, assistant pro­
fessor of government, talked last 
Sunday evening. Oct. 27, to the 
Young People’s Society of the Me­
morial Presbyterian Church. His 
subject was “Race Prejudice.” The 
group, composed of young neople 
of college age, met at Hamer 
House.'
TEMPLE PLAYS IN CHAPEL
Tommy Temple and his orchestra, 
according to custom, inaugurated 
Homecoming at Friday Convoca­
tion.
Among his numbers was a no­
velty, in which he caught the dif­
fering styles of various prominent 
orchestra leaders, such as Wayne 
King, Jan Garber, Ted Weems, and 
Paul Whiteman. Of course, no pro­
gram would be complete without 
“Stardust” and this was played 
along with another old '»vorite 
'•Sugar Blues.”
er faint-hearted hero bucks up and 
takes her. But the Colonel and Ale- 
thea. Neb and Holton are there for 
their own entertainment and for 
- ours. They come off splendidly. [ 
A false note in any of the four 
roles would have endangered the 
success of the production. To say 
that there was none is to render 
, the highest praise to Mr. Coffey, Mr. 
Mess, Mr. Monaghan, and Miss 
Dubsky for their able interpreta­
tions. To me it was the high light 
of the play to find them so com­
pletely adequate.
It is difficult to single them out 
for individual praise. Mr. Coffey has 
never carried a role so consistently. 
In costume, in voice, in gesture, in 
poise he was always the dramatist’s 
conception of the Colonel. Mr. 
Mess’s initial appearance as Neb 
was extraordinarily able. Miss Dub­
sky was a delightful surprise 
throughout. Mr. Monaghan’s Hol­
ton was in the best tradition of 
melodrama. Miss Clark, cast in the 
minor role of Holton’s daughter, 
was entirely competent.
Something, too, needs to be said 
for the serious group. Miss Hecht, 
as Madge Brierly, brought to the 
role of the heroine her own oeau- 
ty, a rich voice, and a tenderness 
in the interpretation of the inno­
cent, courageous mountain girl, 
which saved us from laughter at the 
banalities of her lines. Harold Hel- 
terhoff in the role of Joe Lorey 
carried his part with such unaf­
fected naturalness that we were re­
lieved when he dropped the blood­
stained knife on the floor and the 
falling thud of the wooden blade 
gave us the signal not to take even 
his role too seriously. James Sen- 
senbrenner has the compensation 
of having been the hero; his role 
was the popular one, but something 
more in the way of self-confidence 
and assurance would have given an 
added dash to his lines and more 
flavor to the role.
Good Stare Effects
There are many more things to 
talk about. The play must have ex­
isted originally for the spectacle, 
and though we did not have the 
three horses dashing across the 
stage that the Broadway revival 
of 1912 had. yet Shimmel, too, in 
his own way, was adequate. And 
the rocky chasms in the mountains, 
the explosion of the dynamite bomb, 
the fire at the stable, the race— 
from both sides of the fence were 
achievements in an amateur the­
atre (in the narrow confines of 
the chapel stage, crowded between 
the organ and the orchestra) made 
possible only by the unceasing and 
devoted labor of the stage and pro­
duction crews under the skillful di­
rection of the assistant director 
Erie Volrest
Finally one cannot but mention 
one or two of the stage effects. Mr. 
Coffey up a tree, like Zaecheus of 
old. Miss Dubsky squinting at the 
knothole, James Green as th? ne­
gro elevator boy. the negro quar­
tette, featuring Mewaldt. Reineck. 
Mann, and SPELVIN. and the solo, 
MY OLD KENTUCKY HOME, by 
Mr. Coffey. Indeed nothing better 
than the latter catches the exact 
quality of the play. We are amused. 
We are tempted to laugh. We with­
hold the laughter, perhaps after all 
he is serious. Through it somehow 
we savor the old melodrama—its sen­
timentality, its tenderness, its brag­
gadocio, the terror of its blackheart­
ed villainy, the sweet simplicity of 
its innocent heroine, the poetic jus­
tice of God which carries us safe­
ly through to the time when they 
live happily forever after. And we 
do understand, in a measure, the 
dramatist and the audience and the 
age which produced them. There is 
some humanity at the bottom of the 
thing, but the nineties saw through 
glasses unscientific and rose-color­
ed. How delightfully asinine were 
our grandfathers.
AS SEEN “ IN OLD KENTUCKY” Movie Shorts
SYLVIA DUBSKY 
The Maiden Aunt
MARGARET HECHT 
The Backwoods Heroine
GERTRUDE CLARK  
The Haughty Beauty
Rio: Thursday through Monday, 
the Rio is showing "Shipmates For­
ever” with Diek Powell and Ruby 
Keeler. In this story of the Navy 
produced by Warner Brothers, Dick 
Powell takes the part of a par­
tially reformed night-club crooner 
who, to please his father (Lewis 
Stone) is struggling through An­
napolis. The girl (Ruby Keeler) is 
another big reason for his efforts. 
He introduces two new songs *T 
Love to Take Orders from You,” 
and "I Love to Listen to Your 
Eyes.” It is said by the cinema heads 
that this is the last picture in which 
Ruby Keeler and Dick Powell are 
to be starred.
Appleton: Tonight “Personal 
Maid’s Secret” and “His Night Out” 
offer good humorous entertainment. 
The first concerns the struggle of 
two likeable young people to climb 
the social register through the in­
valuable assistance of Lizzie, their 
maid. As for "His Night Out” Ed­
ward Everett Horton overcomes his 
apologies and overrides gangsters, 
police and even the “boss.” Of 
course it’s only fair to add that he 
expected to die within three 
months, so what could he lose?
If you like nothing better than 
to laugh yourself sick, and then 
freeze to the scat with excitement, 
the double feature this week-end 
should suit you admirably. Wheeler 
and Woolsey in “Rain-makers” give 
you the fun, and Edmund Lowe 
and Ann Sothern in “Grand Exit” 
the excitement. The Wheeler and 
Woolsey plot is naturally too com­
plicated to go into, but as for 
“Giand Exit,” Edmund Lowe as 
Philo Vance, Sherlock Holmes, and 
what-have-you and is out looking 
for the “fire bug.” Who may that 
be?
ATTENTION the 
FAC ULTY
Among Other Things
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College Sentiment
Ot unusual interest to the country 
et large was the survey recently com­
pleted by the Associated Collegiate Press 
on the attitude of college students toward 
ih present threat of international con­
flict. As usual, the results of the sur­
vey indicated an intense aversion toward 
war on the part of the college youth of 
this country. They were vigorously op­
posed to any effort to drag the United 
States into a general European war 
should such a situation arise.
The following results of the A. C. P. 
survey are of interest:
1. “While most American students are 
in decided sympathy with Ethiopia in 
the present undeclared war in Africa, 
opinion is divided as to the wisdom of 
the United States’ joining the League of 
Nations in the application of aggressor 
penalties against Italy, with only a mi­
nority in support.
2. “Today, more students than ever 
before are prepared to view with cynical 
skepticism the flag-waving jingoism and 
propaganda so successfully used to drive 
America into participation in the World 
*ar.
3. “The flood of books, pamphlets, and 
magazine articles exposing the origins 
oi past wars, and particularly the World 
war. has found a wider circulation among 
college students and instructors than 
among any other group of the American 
public as a whole.
4. “The number of ‘conscientious ob­
jectors’ and pacifists in the colleges and 
universities, both those who would re­
fuse to enlist for a foreign war and those 
who are pledged not to fight for any 
reason, has vastly increased during the 
past few years.’’
The results of the survey are an ac­
curate picture of the attitude of American 
College students today. Our congressmen 
would be wiser to bear them in mind.
Government is only a necessary evil, 
like other go-carts and crutches.—Wen­
dell Phillips.
I take it to be a principal rule of life, 
rot to be too much addicted to any one 
thing—Terence.
LIFE’S ODDITIES
By Oeerce Clark
"I always forget, from one year to the next, just, how much trouble and 
how uncomfortable this is.”
Bigotry at It» Worst
Considerable reaction was aroused 
among the student body of the Univer­
sity of Minnesota when the board of re­
gents confirmed a ruling by which Ne­
groes were excluded from the men’s dor­
mitories. Coming from the portion of 
the country that fought for the eman­
cipation of the negro race, this move is 
almost incredible. This backhand slap 
is certainly out of place with the people 
of the north who have continually 
preached race tolerance and have bitter­
ly condemned racial discrimination in 
the south.
If this is any indication of the pres­
ent trend of thought in America, it would
seem that our so-called “Western civil­
ization” is on the brink of decadence. 
Happily, however, we learn that this 
move on the part of the Minnesota re­
gents was not a result of student de­
mands but a move in keeping with their 
own narrow-minded bigotry.
It would seem that the preservation 
of tolerance and racial indiscrimination 
lies in the student body rather than in 
their elders. If such is the case, stu­
dents should beware of those who stifle 
freedom of thought on the college cam­
pus—the traditional seat of impartiality. 
They should strive to restrain their less 
tolerant elders from leading the world 
to ruin.
Men, at most differ as heaven and 
earth: but women worst and best, as I 
heaven and hell.—Tennyson.
The Spirit of Idleness
Students and professors are consciously or subconsciously tense creatures 
They have a definite amount of work which must be done in a definite amount 
of time. They are doing mental piece work and they behave very much as 
the factory worker does with an efficiency expert behind his back. This is 
an age of dynamic culture. Everything must be scheduled and organized. 
Even leisure is looked at with a cold, critical eye for the greatest exploitation. 
Preoccupied in this way with eternals, one sympathizes with Charles Lamb 
when he said, “I had grown to my desk, as it were; and the wood had entered 
into my soul.” Recreation and diversion loom gloriously near, but in our zeal 
to taste, the fruits are lost forever. There is only the tantalizing sweetness of 
anticipation.
One is reminded of the warning in the Bible, “A man may gain the whole 
world and yet lose his own soul.” That is what the college seems to be doing; 
it wants the student to have the whole world of leisure and culture by the 
forelock in four years—just four years. In its intensity in teaching how to look 
for life, it blinds the student to what he is seeking. The can of spinach stands 
before him on the shelf, but foolish and superficial nosing about has made the 
proboscis so large that it obstructs the vision. Culture and intellectuality be­
come vapid and abstract terms, evaluated by retentiveness, pages read per 
hour, or finesse in anticipating quiz questions.
What humanity needs is the spirit of idleness. There is a difference between 
that and pure idleness. When one has caught the spirit of idleness, he is 
most efficient; he does more and better things. He may do what he will, 
when he will, and enjoy it. Life becomes a rich, deep experience. But it can 
never be acquired by taking a three hour course, requiring six hours study a 
week and the passing of three or four canned examinations. In fact, one can 
rarely find this pot of gold in the college cyclone cellar any more than in the 
business world. At last we have learned that the college is not a cyclone 
cellar. It is a whirlwind of activity; beings swirl within it. There are no 
intellectual breaths to be caught. After formal responsibilities take their toll 
of time on the campus, hope for qualitative living has vanished.
Oh, that young life might have a taste of being “superannuated” before it 
plunges into high water. Then it might be possible to pay the dues to Caesar 
and the Devil with their efficiency and boring specializaton of labor, and still 
fly on the golden wings of faniy. There might even be hope for awakening 
after college if the problem of making a material living was not so new to 
green, theoretically-trained minds. After the pay check and business routine 
have lost their novelty, after ambitions have been shattered, ennui is ban­
ished by marriage and the family. Of those who manage to survive to old 
age and leisure, most squander their moments getting ready for death, and 
only a few learn what real living is—then, when the shell of life is already 
too hardened for anything but shedding. ,
Beware, oh Babylon, the handwriting on the wall!
The Cafs Paw
Ugly ducklings may be classified into 
two groups: the lower and the I.igher, 
The lower strata are composed of people 
who see the world in outline only. One 
imagines their view of the universe to be 
two-dimentional. With them we are not 
concerned. They exist. The upper strata 
are occupied by those whom one may 
refer to as the doers. It is they who look 
not at the world, but into it. And the 
laughter occasioned by them is a nervous 
laughter, because the world is not par­
ticularly comprehensive about such mat­
ters. They are too interested in watch­
ing the wheels go round to see the fin­
ished products. They cannot appreciate 
how amusing it is to see the universe 
just a mite off balance. We call these 
people earnest. In the finer examples 
they are people of essentials only, strip­
ped of gaud and sham.
In them equilibrium is not a deep- 
seated thing, but a fine hair-spring af­
fair, set off by the merest shiver of the 
Divine machinery. In most cases the 
world soon learns to let them alone. If 
it does not, the result is soon catastrophy 
for one or the other. When left alone 
to his observation, the earnest man is a 
great benefactor. In a woman, the fine 
balance takes an emotion form. She be­
comes a musician, an actress, a saint. In 
less finely balanced natures the sensitiv­
ity becomes “Feminine intuition,” the 
proclivity for abnormally brilliant hunch­
es.
How enviable the man without a sense 
of humor! He is the man fitted for ac­
complishment. Around him revolves the 
world of tradition, or inertia. That world 
is filled with fellow-creatures who, be­
cause of a peculiar element in their 
make-up are touched by incidents which 
do not fall into the established pattern. 
A faux pas committed by an unsuspecting 
bumpkin, an unexpected play on words, 
strange contortions of the visage; all 
these amuse. But the most amusing to 
the world at large is the ugly duckling, 
the man who is ridiculous and doesn’t 
know it. He may be out of step in ap­
pearance or actions, but the most mar­
velous fact about the creature is that he 
is unaware of his nonconformance.
The men are sensitive intellectually, 
with the capacity for insight. They be­
come prophets, martyrs, inventors. The 
delicate insight evinced by members of 
this group has led to the common belief 
in Devine revelation. These people are 
artistically earnest.
There are many other classes of ear­
nest men, earnest about other things— 
usually their fellow men. But these men 
are adaptable. They have a sense of 
humor.
At the risk of immediate annihilation
I would class all great men as earnest. 
They may have a sense of humor or not. 
That determines how they will be great 
and how great they will be.
But earnesty is the best policy.
Parents and even grand-parents are 
now given the opportunity to take reg­
ular college courses and earn university 
degrees in afternoon study under a new 
adult education plan developed at the 
University of Southern California.
Biochemist Hector Mortimer told the 
American Neurological association re­
cently that our skulls get denser as we 
grow older. And the condition is ten 
times more common in women than in 
men!
Expansion of the University of Michi­
gan graduate school is being made pos­
sible through the recent gift of $5,000,000 
from the trustees of the Horace H. and 
Mary A. Rackham fund.
Ten thousand students at a Los An« 
geles relief school are paid to go to 
school—and docked if they cut classes!
Yale and Harvard students will meet 
in annual "^intellectual” contests for a 
prize of $5,000 awarded in the will of 
the late Mrs. Elizabeth Putnam.
